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TagMaster, a leading supplier of advanced sensor systems for Smart Cities within Traffic and Rail, is pleased to announce its
new ANPR camera - the CS40 - which is aimed at the parking and access control markets. 

UK-based ANPR specialists CitySync Limited, part of TagMaster, launches the next model in a new range of intelligent ANPR cameras. The
CS40 was showcased at the Parking Industry Exhibition in Chicago March 11-14th and will be showcased in Europe at Traffex in Birmingham,
2-4th April. 

The CS40 camera is the most complete intelligent (all-in-one) camera for the parking (free-flow) and access control markets. New features like
PoE+, Linux operating system, on-board OCR Engine and ANPR processing ensure high performance and scalability. The onboard OCR
engine boasts one of the fastest and most accurate algorithms for reading license plates on the market.

The new CS40 camera has been developed through extensive and co-operative collaboration within TagMaster Group’s joint technical team,
with valuable input from partners in the parking and access control markets.

The camera setup is quick and easy thanks to a comprehensive on-board help guide greatly reducing setup times and costs. The new CS40
includes the latest plate fingerprint technology increasing the already high accuracy. For greater flexibility, multiple CS40 cameras can be
connected to the CitySync Jet Management Software suite, enabling car park counting, overstay, frequent visitor and dwell-time analysis.

Steve Townsend, ANPR Sales Manager for CitySync stated:

“There has been a renewed drive since the TagMaster acquisition of CitySync, to get high quality products to the market quickly and efficiently.
The new CS40 follows the launch of the CS50T at end of last year and demonstrates our continued commitment to innovation”.

For further information, please contact

Jonas Svensson, CEO, +46 8-6321950, jonas.svensson@tagmaster.com 

About TagMaster

TagMaster is an application driven technology company that designs and markets advanced sensor systems and solutions based on radio and
vision technology (RFID, Radar and ANPR) for demanding environments. Business areas include Traffic Solutions and Rail Solutions sold
under the brands TagMaster, CitySync, Balogh, CA Traffic, Magsys and Hikob with innovative mobility solutions in order to increase efficiency,
security, convenience and to decrease environmental impact within Smart Cities. TagMaster has dedicated agencies in the US and in China
and exports mainly to Europe, The Middle East, Asia and North America via a global network of partners and systems integrators. TagMaster
was founded in 1994 and has its headquarters in Stockholm. TagMaster is a public company and its shares are traded on First North stock
exchange in Stockholm, Sweden. TagMasters certified advisor is Erik Penser Bank phone +4684638300, E-mail: certifiedadviser@penser.se
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